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INTRODUCTIOII
An sttltt^ Is a vftry eaRq>l«x «xpresston of Indivl4u«t M«»vtof.
fTnai very wiriy in Uf« until daath new attitudes are formed or old
•Ultudea Modified. According to Mcloiogy mn attitude hat been d«-
flMd at a tendency to act. It It an entire ptychological cenplex in-
cluding "an individual 't eicporience of a certain object or clatt of ob-
Jeett, a feeling which aecoMpaniet thft experience and a ditpotltion or
ttMltncy to act tn a certain May in doe ling with thit object or clatt
Of OJ^OCtt."'
Ill fMMNral it tvpotrt that nany of the tpeeific attitudet of tttt*
dentt closely reflect the prevailing attitudet In the htM and ctMwiUy.
¥km • child It bom ht ki*mt nothing about the world around hla.
fverythlng that he will aver knoM and bo able to do he mitt learn,
ftit no child it born into an unexplained world or Into a toclaty that
doea not have Itt own 9pprm9i M^ ^ meeting hunan needt mid dealingt
with social probleros. So each child's tasl( is to digest the culture
pratanted him and to learn to act according to the customs of hit toclaty.
So thit noant a child hat flyo or iU yatrs of learning the attitudit
and behavior patterns of hit own family and neighborhood before he entert
tchooi. Therefore each child It an individual and will differ in attitudet
and behavior.
Statement of tt>e probJam . But once in school we somatimat, at taaeh*
ert» find a ttudant with an attitude that doviatat markadly from the
^Florlan Znanlecki. eultural Sciences ; Their Origin , and Develowiant .
^iai A. Pratcott. £i&S&a JittL MliiiQ&t iMOllU*
attitudes tha school holds; one that can hamper or ev«i prohibit his
educational growth, or perhaps the growth of one of his peers. One of
the best examples of this type of behavior Is the drop«out or potential
drop-out. This student Is frustrated with school and feet no Importance
of education. He has a negative ettitude toward education. Once an
attitude has been discovered which seems necessary to change or modify,
before atten^ting to do so, a Icnowladge of the methods and factors of
such a procedure must be knoMi. It Is not meant to be implied that upon
the arrival of students at school that eech one's attitudes must be
Mdified to fit exactly those held by the school. Students not only
can but should have attitudes differing from the school and from each
other, to a certein extent. In order to take care of individual differ-
ences. The school has the responsibility of presenting the materials
and learning experiences In such a way as to promote learning in children
even though their attitudes may vary seMMhiit.
According to Irwin Lehman the degree and extent ettltudes can be
modified d^ends upon the nature of experience, the type of contact, the
personality of the Individual, and the subject's perception of the outccme.'
Hypotheses
. The following hypotheses were set up for the objectives
of this study:
1. ly the use of ceftafn methods and procedures. It It possible
to chenge or modify en indivlduePs attitude.
2. Attitude change generalizes to related objects. The degree
of generalization is a function of the similarity of the <M>Jects.
^Irvine Jeck L.el«en, "Learning: Attitudes and Values", Review of
Educational Research. 1958.
-w
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3. Sane attitudes are held by soms Individuals at a method of
•go*defensa.
Definition of Teras , An understanding of the following tanas will
Imi nacassary for evaluating this report:
Ethnic group - Any group of people from a distinguishable culture
or any group of people of the same race.
Attitudes - Any action or feeling which Is a result of human behavioral
patterns. Attitudes and behavior patterns will be used interchangiU>ly.
Ethnocentric - An individual who feels that his race or group is
superior. He has extreme attitude and Is very prejudiced.
Procedure . This report was a normative survey carried out by the
library research method. It reported and described what Is known about
affecting attitude change. There were many reports and investigations
of the methods and factors of attitude change In educational Journals.
These made up the core of my study. The research began with the R^lew
of Educational Research Journal at the Kansas State University Library.
It Mat limited to the last fifteen years and did not try to Investigate
what attitudes could and should be changed.
THE NATURE OF EXPERIENCE
In attempting to change attitudes the nature of experience Is very
important. Sane types of now experiences seem only to confirm or rein-
force the preconceptions of the person with extreme initial attitudes.
It seems that sending an extreme ethnocentric to another culture for
the purpose of enlarging his view of the world is quite likely to do
•ore harm than good. He may well return believing more strongly than
; 1
»
ever before in the superiority of the tn-group. However, persons who
establish dote personal ties with members of a different cultMre *r»
significantly mere liicely than others to engage in Internationally ori*
anted activities following such an experience. A study of this factor
was conducted by Howard Smith, who found that a person's general attitudes
will be, after a heterogeneous experience such as living in another coun-
try, determined more by what his attitudes are liice before he leaves home
than by what happcms to him while he is away. Smith used four experi-
ital groups and three control groups, some of which stayed in the
United States and some of which went abroad for one summer.
The study seems to indicate that heterogeneous tnterculture experi-
ences such as these do not have significant impact on general social
attitudes, wr a short period of time at least, but specific attitudes
do change. It also seems that a Icnowledge of a person's pre-existing
attitudes appear to be a better predictor of his response to a hetero-
geneous intercultural experience than information about the experience
Itself.
THE TYPE OF CONTACT
Personal contacts do not always improve racial or ethnic attitudes.
SoMetimes negative feelings develop when different people live side by
side. This is closely related to the type of experience.
One might ask what factors decide the effect of personal contact.
First, the contacts should be reassuring, sociable, warm, friendly, and
^Howard Persifer Smith, '*Do Intercultural Experiences Affect Att\»
tudes." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology . 51:^9* November, 1955.
I•njoyable. There should ba a close associatton betweed tlktng i
of a diff«r«nt •thnic group and a liking of that ethnic group In general.
Heatings that are disturbing, unfriendly, and generally unpleasant tend
to lead to hostile attitudes. This hostility can spread from one person
to his ethnic group.
Results of Study . H.E.O. James conducted a study on the type of
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contact In a British school. Tv«« African teachers were given a white
thirteen-year-old class for a period of two weeks. The study indicated
that the ratings of attitudes toward Africans showed a significant in*
provement during the time between interviawt with students before and
after the experiment. There was a large decrease in Itams indicative
of f«ar, dislike, and distrust of Africans. There was also an increase
In items showing Africans to be nicer, more civilized and more like
white people than the children had expected. No opposite study was done
because of the undesirable results.
It Is probable that If personal contact with members of a different
ethnic group is to have a positive effect on attitudes toward that group
two aspects must be present. First, the people roust be regarded as a
person and as a member of a different ethnic group. Second, neither
aspect must overshadow the other. Attitudes for the group as a ««hole
would probably not change much if one aspect did overshadow the other.
There are a few facts one should keep in mind when trying to develop
new attitudes or modify old ones.
^H.E.O. James, "Personal Contacts in School and Change In Intergroup
Attitudes." International Social Scie.^ce Bulletin . 7:66, January, 1955.
6jbid., p. 69. ,: '-. —'r r :^,v .,,
"
1. Attitudes have formidable numbers of seif-^lefense; facts can
aasMy be disposed of.
2. Something more than new facts, arguments, and points-of-view
are needed. The forces behind the old attitudes must be weakened and
Qth«r forces marshalled behind the new.
3. There must be fed<»|» l(yym«nt of motivational forces in respact of
attitudes concerned.
k. This redistribution can b« Miniated by newly developed attitudes
toward a person and the forces which disposed it.
5. The mat r in of new personal attitudes and the changes in ethnic
attitude is the interaction that is the essence of personal contact.
There are several reasons why personal contact woriui. First, be-
cause in personal contact there Is a response to oneself, what happens
Is affected by one's own actions, words, and looks. Second, there Is
immediate and urgent interplay among participants. This interaction is
dynamic in that it Is concerned with issues that matter to than, and
explanatory in that the responses enable them to find out what they want
to know. Third, because of these features, because it answers questions
that matter to them, personal contact is not only an effective maker and
undoer of attitudes, but sometimes seem the only valid basis for ethnic
attitudes. And fourth, in personal contact people feel they penetrate
Into a person's intensost nature and got to rwiliy know Umm as people.
In the second reason above *4iy personal contact works, it was stated
that it answers questions people want to know about the people they ar«
in contact with. Questions are linked by powerful emotions and motives.
People need reassurance against their fears of security, of friendliness.
and sociability. If thay can not get these they want to know what to
expect at taatt. if • person's contact answers all these i^iestions in
a positive manner. It Is clear that they are weJ 1-lntentloned and have
a good nature. A person wants to know how another person differs fron
them in physical appearance, speech, dress, and way of doing things, and
If they 9re fundamentally different from themselves. Alt these questions
can be answered by the personal contact technique.
Using Persortal Contact . Personal contacts, especially In the search-
ing form with a school class. Is well adapted to all these purposes and
affecting considerable changes in attitude. For getting to know a person
and through him a people, for building up an attitude to a person that
can serve as both model and driving force for an attitude toward his
pe<^le, there Is nothing that can equal It. It Is snail wonder then
that this tt one of the most Important methods of changing attitudes.
There are a few facts one should keep In mind when employing the
personal contact technique.
). Women af test disturbing to younger stu<t«ntft. They make better
contacts than men.
2. interaction works best in small group experiences, quickly
reached for most people.
3. Attitudes for a person and not a group are not quickly reached
for most people*
k. Personal contact can eliminate gross misconceptions about a
different ethnic group.
^Ibid .. p. 70.
5. The social ralatlon* a.id cUiwte should b« tuch •» to allow good
relations. Wnera diffarant roles aro culturally prescribed for manbers
of different ethnic groups, attitudes are likely to be 8tro.i9«r and more
Sharply defined. In such cases personal contact, hon»ever good, may be
Insufficient to change attitudes.
4, It Is probable that contacts afS wre effective in changing
attitudes when previous contacts have been slight and feM than when tiiey
have been many and close. ^
7. It Is not expected tf»at a younger Student who hes exceptional
fears and avoids strangers will be appreciably chanjed by even favorable
axperlwces with metsbers of a different ethnic group.
PERSONALITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
Most theorists feel the role of attitudes Is one of tne most iB^»
portant problems in any study of human beliavior.
There are usually two main types of emphasis in a study of attitudes.
The first approach stresses the Influence of group values, standards, or
norms in shaping individual behavior but without making provision for
pertonel factors which may militate against conformity to social pres-
sures.
In contrast, personal ity-or I ejited approaches have tended to stress
individual traits, .-<iottves» or patterns of response usually discovered
by paper and pencil testi or through the use of Materials such as pictures
or lnt(blot. Neither of these two approaches provide a framework by which
both sets of factors may be Investigated and evaluated.
I
^
iyrv of Adaptation Utj>v<|
}
. A thnci approach to tho problem of the
organization of tha individua) as it ralatas to his interpartonai ra*
tattont Tn tpaelfte iltuatlons is found In tha theoi-y of adaptat ton- i aval
(AL) which provides a franeworic for both situatioi>al and personal factors
simultaneously. The A.L. approach has shOMn that attitudes expressed
in alone situations, uninfluenced by social pressures* may be altered
In a systSMatlc fashion whan group influences are brought to bear on the
individual. According to this theory, adjust ive behavior is determined
by three sources of variance which have bean identified in perception
and Judcpnent and have been found to be important in tha expression of
personality patterns. These are stimuli inmed lately confronting an
Individual, bacicground stimuli, and residual effects of stimuli from
past experience.
Bacttground stimuli are responses to specific stimulations during
or soon after other stimuli have acted. Beliefs, attitudes, traits, tnd
cultural dattrMinantSf which individuals bring into any concraie titustion,
swy be regarded as residuals in affecting specific responses.
Results of the Study . A study was done on this factor by Harry
9
Halson. Both alone and simulated group conditions were tested to in«
vast! gate the influences of opinions of other people (background) and
MBM already established characteristics in tha Individual (residuals)
on tha expressed attitudes toward statements (stimuli) dealing with war
o
Harry Helson and Others, "Attitudes as Adjustments to Stimulus,
Background, and Residua I Factors," Journal of Abnorroa 1 and Social Psy
choloQv . 52:314, May, I95i.
^ijfejd.. p. 315.
and peaca. The results of this tost did prove that Interaction of stlmulut,
background, and residual factors have been shown to modify the express ion
of attitudes. It seemed that when individuals are exposed to the opinions
of others with regard to statements concerning war and peace, it fs
found that their own expressed attitudes shift more or iess maricedty
toward or away from the group. Both the freuqency and amount of shift
from aione opinion toward bacl(ground Judgments correlate with degree of
submifsivaness maaiured by the Ail post A.S. Reaction study.
lafora starttng the study Helson stated the following hypotheses:'^
A. A proposition accompanied by strong expressions of agreement
(or dlsagreanent) on tha part of other individuals will tend to shift
an Individual's response toward greater agraamant (or disagfeament) as
compared with the response made to the proposition in the alone situation;
and
8. Submissive Individuals wM 1 be more affected by the expressed
opinions of other aiembers of a group than will ascendant Individuals
while average individuals are expected to be influenced b/ group opinion
less than submissive and more than ascendant individuals. Where anti*
conformity residuals are very stror>g, responses in the group situation
May be inconsistent with responses made in the alone situation.
C* Whan the bacicground opinion is neutral, it is hypothesizod
that there should be no difference betwaan ascendant, a^mnt^f a^d sub*
missive individuals tn tha attitudes «(pressad Tn th« group situation .
as conpared with tiiose expressed in the alone situation. In other words.
^
^tbid .. p. 31U.
II
th«r« should b« no significant change from alona opinion when iMcliground
opinions are neutral with respect to the stimulus.
Using these hypotheses as guides He Ison found that:
The expression of attitudes depends upon both situational and per*
sonal factors which must be evaluated simuitanaously In order to
predict individual behavior. Group influences, whi le effective
in Modifying individual behavior, do not have uniform results, as
shown by the significant interactions found among stimulus, baci(*
ground, and residual factors. C<msistent with adaptation* level
theory, the expression of attitudes Is an adjustment of the Indi*
vidual representing the pooled effect of these three sources of
variance.'
'
THE SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF THE OUTCOHC
The importance of the individual's system of goals in life has
been suggested by many theorists as of crucial significance In determin-
ing the affect associated with specific aspects of a person's experience.
The two main sources of affect are simple attitudes and attitude structure*
The latter concerns the Intensity of affect of a person's values, and
the expected satisfaction of these values. It also concerns the perceived
importance of the attitude object (situation, event) in leading to or
blocking the attainment of the values.
An investigation of the importance of these two sources of effect
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of an attitude was done by Carl R. Carlton* He felt that attitude change
fhoutd result from changes In either the expected satisfaction from goals,
or In the instrumental relationship perceived between the attitude <^Ject
aoi the goal. His study was designed to test the hypothesis that changes
^hbid.. p. 321.
^^arl R. Carlson, "Attitude Change Through Modification of Attitude
Structures." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psvcholoov . 52:257. March. 1956.
It
In attltud* (affact) rasult from altering perceptions of the attitude
object (situation or event) as leading to the attainment of valued goals*
ft sought further to test whether attitude change generalizes to related
objects, and whether the degree of generalization Is a function of the
similarity of the objects. He found that his main hypothesis was true,
but the extent of generalization of attitude change did not vary with
the siml larlty of the attitude issues.
Self-insloht . Kits and Sarnoff did a study to detertnine the effect
of procedures to increase setf*!nstght on the modification of emotional
attitudes.'^ They assumed that attitudes can be held as ways of structur-
ing the Individual's world and thus give maaning and cognitive clarity
to a laass of impressions and information, as instrunental means toward
achieving goals external to the individual. An example is the case of
the worker who favors the political party ha perceives as committed to
his welfare, and as defenses for protecting the ego of the individual.
An attempt was made to deal with prejudiced attitudes towards Negroes
which are ego«defens I ve In nature. The prediction that self-insight would
produce more lasting change was borne out. They also found that low and
medium ego-defenders clianged more than high ego-defenders as a result
of the self- insight procedures. There was no significant change among
the three groups of ego-defenders under the logical struction Influence,
with all three groi^s showing some change. "It may ba Mid that once the
defenses of aoM of th« high ego-dafanders »f braaehad, thay change their
'^Oanial Katz and Irving Sarnoff, 'The Measurement of Ego Defense as
Related to Attitude Change." Joumai gf Personality . 25:^5. June, 1957.
•octal attitudes graatly." Howavar, under both procaduras, soma of tha
davlcas usad to maasura al) ago-dafandars did not show any significant ;
diffarancas in tha pradletad direction.
R0ia Plavlqq . Frances H. Culbertson has done one of the few studies
on role playing and its ability to change emotionally loaded attitudes.
It Is generally agreed that attitudes toviard minority groups af
difficult to change. Weltftsh noted that:
It sesms probable from evidence to date that many individuals must
90 through what amounts to a therapeutic experience rather than
the more typical conception of an educational procedure before ego«
anchored prejudices can be yielded up for new sources of satisfaction.
Lewln*s concept of social habtt also contains the factor of resistance
to changes. He observed: ^ x
To overcome this Inner resistance, an additional force seems to be
required, a force sufficient to breaic the habit, to unfreeze the
custom. ''
. ^ . _r.:
Culbertson's experiment attempted to explore the reversal of roles
In role pleying such as an influence on one kind of social habit, specif*
Ically the attitude of white people toward the Negro.
There are three common dynamic elements that differentiate role play*
ing through role reversal from other learning situations. They are role
reversal, the talcing of attitudes, feelings, ano behaviors that differ from
16
^
^Ibld .. p. k73.
^^Francas H. Culbertson, "Modification of an Emotionally Held Atti-
tude Through Role Pleying," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology .
5^^-55:230, 1957.
*^Gene Weltftsh, "Racial and Religious Prejudices In Everyday Ltvtng,"
Jteumal of Sociological Issues . }:Nunb«r 1:51, \S^»
*7|C. Lawin. Group Decision and Social Change .
\k
•M*! own; projection of n««ds and filings: dcvolopmant of self-instght.
It 99ms that the closer a person is to a rote, as a participant rather
ttum an observer, the more lilteiy are his attitudes to be changed.
Culbertson used ninetyfive students, seventy-five of whom Mere \n
experimental groups and twenty as a control group. The students were .
given questionnaires before end after a role<^laying experience. The
questionnaires deelt mainly on:
A. Whether a participant position in a role*playlng session is more
likely to result In a change In attitude than an observer position.
B. A measure of attitude toward "el lowing Negroes to move into
Vhlte neighborhoods", the specific attitude associated with the role ses-
sion.
C. The LIkert scale meesuring the generalized attitude toward the
Negroes.
After the questionnaire sessions were wer and the results studied.
It was found that the experlRHmtal group shifted their attitude toward
Ntflro Integration in housing as well M their general attitude toward
the Negro In the direction of the rote experience. Rote players shifted
to a greater degree than observers In a favorable direction.
Three Hethods of Changing Attitudes . Mark Si Iber did a study on the
18
three most important methods of changing attitudM. The three wM>e the
pyranld method, the fornel lecture method, and the small Interaction group.
On a test of 163 prisoners of mn Ohio penitentiary using five experimental
^^Mark Btschoff Si Iber, "A Comparative Study of Three Hethods of
Effecting Attitude Change," Dissertation Abstracts. Nunber 6593. 1962.
^ :. *
:•'•?«::
If
condltTont, iiM«n d«p«fKl«nt variables M«r« Mitctad from ttw SocTal Value
Information Test and the Moral Scale of Values. Sibler's f tndtng showed
that five out of the seven dependent variables contributed significantly
to change. The five variables were: '
A. Objective information
t. General morality
C. Religious morality
0. Puritanical morality
C. C}(f>loltlve morality
As siwuld be expected, the small Interaction group method was found
to be far superior to the two other methods. The pyramid method was
second In effectiveness with the formal lecture method obtaining almost
no measurable change*
The following personal ity*background profile was found which differ*
20
•nttated those Individuals who were amenable to attitude change.
A* Fui Iford-Zlmmcmman Temperament Survey
,^ I. High restraint
2. Low thoughtfulness
3. High ascendance
4. High emotional stability
5. Ijow friendliness ,
::f^'
.
6. Low personal relations
7. High masculinity
'
^Ibld .
20Jbld.
?\'- •
8. LoM general activity
I. Gordon Personal Profile * ' /
I. High responsibility
1. High emotionai-subiltty
C. Baci(ground Data
1. Youthful inmates
* 2. Few disciplinary actions
3. High religious self-concepts
kt Low alcoholic self-concept
5* Hore than one time in prison
The following table* Table I, was developed from the methods of
chmging ettitudes cited thus far. It attempts to show the probable
effectiveness of the various methods of changing attitudes of varying
Strengths. The strengths of attitudes held by Individuals were divided
Into three levels: weak attitudes, moderate ettitudes, and extreme at-
titudes.
.i. J*.
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TABLE I
DEGREE OF PROBABU EFFECTIVENESS
OF VARIOUS METHODS OF CHANGING ATTITUDES
OF VARYING STRENGTHS
METHOD
VERY
EFFECTIVE
MODEIUTELY
EFFECTIVE
LITTU
EFFECT
NO
EFFECT
Nature of
Experience
Weal(
Attitudes
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Type of
Contact
Moderate
Attitudes
Weak
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Personality
of Individual
Weak
Attitudes
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Group'
Approval
Weak and
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Subjects'
Perception of
Outcorae
Weak
Attitudes
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Formal
Lecture
•
. Weak
Attitudes
Moderate
and Strong
Attitudes
Pyroald Weak
Attitudes
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
Small Ottcus-
sion Group
Weak and
Moderate
Attitudes
Extreme
Attitudes
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THREE THEORIES OF MOTIVATIONAL CHANGE ^^ ^
Any change tn attitudes Implies a motivation to change. There are
three common theories of motivational change according to Sarnoff and
21
Katz. The first emphasizes principles of organization, and the trend
Is toward more inclusive and more stable organization. The individual
tries to reconcile conflicting impressions, seeks to Iciow what the world
Is like and to make sense of it. An attitude Is a stable organization
of cognitive and affective processes around some object or referent. The
object points to some thing, some relationship, or some aspect of the
environmental field, and is thus directly related to the cues which
bring forth the expression of the attitude. The cognitive object is
imbedded In a system of values. Since they are generalized preferences,
values give sign loadings to cognitive objects and their associated
attitudes. h,
The s«cond theory of attitude change is the learning theory based
upon reward and punishment principles. Individuals assume attitudes as
part of their adjustment to the world, and group norms become important
since the Individual seeks group acceptance. These principles are Involved
when attitudes are adopted as a consequence of externally applied rewards
and punishments. V"
The third theory gives attention to the internal dynamics In which
tha Individual's need to preserve his self-image and self- Integrity be-
comes more in^jortant than external reward and punishment. This type of
21
Irving Sarnoff and Daniel Katz, "The Hotlvational Basis of Attitude
Change," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
. 49:115, January, 195^.
%
action is comnonly caHed ego-defense. In his social relationships every
Individual attempts to gratify his basic physiological and acquired needs.
Some individuals, because of the strength, maturity, and integration of
their egos, are able to perceive and tolerate the existence of their
Inner drives, Including those which may be socially taboo. Such a person
can. In terms of a realistic assessment of the social situation, decide
»^lch Impulses to express and which ones to suppress. It Is possible
for him to approach others In a straight forward manner; to react to
than In terms of how they, as unique Individuals, actually fulfill or
frustrate his needs:^^ At the other end of the scale of ego strength
there are persons who are obliged to use devious means of gratifying their
Impulses. In an attempt to resolve inner conflict, they minimize or
obliterate certain aspects of their emotional life. This deflection of
impulse from conscious awareness does not destroy It. On the contrary.
It continues to press for overt expression and requires the Individual
to expend considerable energy in Iteeplng It below the threshold of con*
sciousness. This expression is achieved by means of symptom formation,
a device which serves a dual function. It permits expression of the
unconscious impulse, and It prevents the individual from becoming aware
of the existence of the unconscious Impulse. Attitudes may thus function
as ego defenses, and may be viewed as Symptoms. By projecting his hostile
impulses, for example, an individual can gain gratification of his Im-
pulses whi le maintaining the fiction that these Impulses originated In
others rather than in himself.
22 ibid., p. 122.
In attempting to change attitudes by the first theory we must remember
th«t the assumption Is that the individual acquired beliefs either out
of Intellectual curiosity, reality-testing, or a desire for cognitive
structure In terms of having to know what his world Is really like. The
belief or attitude may be Inappropriate because the Individual comes into
contact with only a limited aspect of reality. The Gestalt psychology
assumes that men respond to fact and reason. The theory would be that
when new facts are presented they result In cognitive reorganization
rather than exclusion or blocking. Since people already possess definite
standards for perceiving Negroes for example, it Is important. If we are
to change their perceptions, to be sure that the dominant frame of refer-
ence at the time the materials are Introduced is not the product of these
old standards. Essentially, this calls for a new frame without any ref-
erence to the old standards. Once the new frame Is operative, material
bearing upon the old cognitive object can be Introduced without the old
standards operating as a censor.
Under the second theory attitudes are changed through the application
of social rewards and punishments. One of the major reasons for attitude
change Is the desire to gain the social approval of others. For example,
the Individual who accepts the values of the group has Increased his
chances of being liked by his fellows, of moving up In the group structure
or of sharing In the returns from group effort. It would first be neces-
sary to find out what the Individual's relation to the group is and what
types of satisfaction he derives from the group membership, if we know
these facts, then we are in a better position to predict changes In at-
titude as a result of a changed perception of group norms. Similarity
21
we could predict those Individuals who would tend to maintain thefr
attltudinal position Independent to the group. The assumption here 1$
at the simple level that the more the rewards and the greater the sanc-
tions the group has, the more effective wl 1 1 a changed perc^tlon of the
group position be. "In the persuasion pattern the attempt Is made to
achieve cognitive restructuring through making the Individual see new
23
possibilities In achieving his goals."
The great bulk of the efforts to change attitudes Is through persua-
sion and argumentation. In which an appeal Is made to existing value
structures. Some value system, other than that to which the target object
Is ordinarily connected, Is Invoked, and the necessity of meeting Its
requirements Is stressed. In Inducing change the emphasis Is placed upon
the perceptual side of the process, getting people to look at the old
object In a new frame of reference. The theory Implicit In these persua-
sive techniques Ts that the Individual will restructure his psychological
field to maximize the attainment of his goals and values. Personality
theorists have suggested that theory Is correct within limitations,
nanely, that when ego needs are threatened, the Individual will respond
to persuasive efforts by blocking and resistance. The resistance may
result In more strongly reinforced attitudes than was true before the
attempted persuasion. The prediction Is that the change attempts will
have differential effects depending upon the personal needs of the sub-
JeCt. ^i H <* ^-^ .. , " s ^ ^ ,.,,..
^
^Ibld .. p. 122. V
2k Ibid ., p. 123.
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Under the third theory of attitude change two techniques widely
employed In psychotherapy which have possible application to group sltu-
25
atlons are permissive catharsis and direct Interpretation. "* The basic
objective Is to help the Individual attain Insight and to restructure
his attitudes accordingly.
A. Permissive catharsis. The free ventilation of thought and
feeling in an acception Interpersonal atmosphere Is an Integral part of
virtually all schools of psychotherapy. It Is generally assianed that
this type of expression helps the patient to change In the following ways:
1. It offers him relief from the tension of burdensome affects
such as guilt and hostility. The very act of expressing feelings Is
supposed to drain off energy which would necessitate the formation of
various somatic and psychic symptoms. ^,
2. It permits him to verbalize and, hence, objectify his inner
conflicts. Such object I float ion leads to clearer self-perception.
This clarification in turn makes it possible for him to utilize
his intellect more effectively In choosing among alternative means of
resolving his conflicts.
B. Direct interpretation. This technique uses a combination of
logic and suggestion; patients are confronted with psychological explana-
H-.v
tlons of their behavior. These explanations are supposed to give them
immediate Insight Into the Internal factors (motivations) which determine
their overt behavior. The patient Is then to bring the weight of his own
common sense to bear upon the Insight and to change his behavior in the
light of this new knowledge.
25jbj[d., p. 123.
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SUMMARY
It has been shown that attitudes are complex and procedures for
changing them are complex, requiring a great amount of understanding.
The use of these procedures is almost limitless, but each school must
decide for Itself Just what type of individuals it wishes to turn out.
If a school wishes to help an individual to the fullest development In
every area these techniques should and must be used. This will call
for extra time and effort for many members of the faculty and staff.
It is true that teachers have Just about all the work they can do now,
but if our education is for everyone we must put forth this effort.
Having accepted the studies previously cited as valid, the first
hypothesis of this study was accepted with the reservation that although
attitudes can be changed by the use of certain procedures, it is realized
that there will be seme individuals whose attitude it will be impossible
to change.
The second hypothesis was not accepted as a result of the study
cited, but there is a lot of disagreement on this question. The third
hypothesis was accepted as valid.
The most common effective factors are nature of experience, type of
contact, personality of the individual, and the subject's perception of
the outcome. The following Is a sunmary of the most important points
of these factors.
s,
4r
A. Nature of experience. The most useful experience for changing
attitudM is one that establishes a close personal tie between members
of different cultures. It has been found that persons who are extremely
1^
•thnocentric will not develop these close ties when put In this type of
tituation. The person with relative conservative attitudes before the
experience will be the one whose attitudes will change, it feams that
Specific attitudes change more than general attitudes using this method.
B. The type of contact. This factor is closely related to the nature
of experience. For successful change in attitudes the contacts should
be warm, friendly, sociable, and enjoyable. Also two aspects must be
present for this successful change. First, the people must be regarded
as a person and as a member of a different ethnic group. Second, neither
aspect must overshadow the other. The main reasons why this method worlds
is because there is a response to oneself and there is inmediate and
urgent Interplay among participants. This interplay answers questions
people want to know about the people they are in contact with.
C. The personality of the Individual. The adapt ion- 1 eve I approach
has shown that attitudes expressed In alone situations, uninfluenced by
social pressures, may be altered in a systematic fashion when group in-
fluences are brought to bear on the individual. Three sources of vari-
ance have been Identified in perception and Judgment and have been found
to be important in the expression of personality patterns. These are
stimuli immediately confronting an individual, background stimuli, and
residual effects of stimuli from past experience. The expression of
attitudes depends upon both situational and personal factors which must
b% evaluated simultaneously in order to predict individual behavior.
The expression of attitudes is also an adjustment of the individual repre-
senting the pooled effect of these three sources of variance.
2$
0. The subject's perception of the outcome. The affect associated
with specific aspects of a person's experience Is simple attitudes and
attitude structure. The latter concerns the Intensity of effect of a
person's values, aiuf the expected satisfaction of these values. Attitude
change should result from changes In either the expected satisfaction
from goals » or in the instrumental relationship perceived between the
attitude object and the goal.
,,
Attitude can be held as ways of structuring the Individual's world
and thus giving meaning and cognitive clarity to a mass of impressions
and Information, as Instrumental means toward achieving goals external
to the Individual, and as defenses for protecting the ego of the indi«»
vidual. Measures talten to Increase one's self-insight will Increase
more lasting attitude change. Low and medium ego-defenders show more
attitude change than high ego-defenders as a result of the self- insight
procedure. All groups show no significant change under the logical
struction influence. i i
It is generally agreed that attitudes toward minority groups are
difficult to change. For extreme emotional attitudes a method of role
reversal, out of the school setting. Is very effective. This technique
contains three distinct advantages over other learning experiences. They
are role reversal, the talcing of attitudes, feelings, and behaviors that
differ from one's own; projection of needs and feelings; and development
of self- Insight. The closer a person is to a role, the more likely ar«
his attitudes to be changed.
E. Three methods of changing attitudes. The three methods are
pyramid method, the formal lecture method, and the small Interaction group.
The small Interaction group method was found to be far superior to the
two other methods. The formal lecture method was the least effective,
showing almost no measurable change In attitude. The Individuals who
were amenable to attitude change had the following characteristics: high ,
restraint, low thoughtful ness, high ascendance, high emotional stability,
low friendllnesst high masculinity, high responsibility, and high emo*
tlonal itablllty.
There are three common theories of motivational change. The first
emphasizes principles of organization. This theory assumes the men
respond to fact and reason. The second theory of attitude change Is
the learning theory based upon reward and punishment principles. One of
the major reasons for attitude change Is the desire to gain social ap*
proval of others. The third theory gives attention to the Internal
dynamics In which the Individual's need to preserve his self*Image and
self*lntegrlty becomes more Important than external reward and punish*
ment. The basic objective Is to help the Individual attain Insight and
to restructure his attitudes accordingly* iit
It must be noted that this study has not been a study of methods
and factors for changing a specific attitude, but rather, a study of the
general guiding principles that may be modified to fit a variety of at*
titude problems. Also, It should be not6d that procedures for changing **
attitudes should use not only the school, but all the facilities avail*
able In the community and possibly the state. These facilities are, for
,
example, the churches, the welfare department, and the professional
guidance clinic.
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APPLICATION
Perhaps the best viay to demonstrate how the ntethods of attitude
change might be used is to apply them to a specific problem. This will
be a very crude attempt and will by necessity be very over-s li^ II f i ed
.
The seriousness of the problem of integrating the Negro Into the
public school system is evident in our present day dociety. Forcing an
ethnic group upon an ethnocentric culture will not result In acceptance
or positive attitude change. This feet wes pointed out under the Neture
of Experience study. A far more effective procedure would be to initiate
a program at least a yeer in advance of actually placing the Negro in
the school. Perhaps a good starting point would be to identify the ring
leaders of the students. The leaders should be tested as to their level
of ego-defense. Once this is determined, psychiatrist could begin apply
ing programs of permissive catharlsis and direct Interpretation for the
high ego<-defenders » and reversal role playing for the medium and low
ego-defenders. Combined with these programs should be small Interaction
group sessions under competent supervision from the psychiatrist or the
school. With some degree of success In this area. It Is hoped thet the
nsM attitudes will carry over to the other students as a result of the
social rewards and punishments theory. As the students learn new values
as a result of the procedure* the theory of attitude change through
organization of nwir cognitive objects. It Is realized that the degree
of attitude change at this point will not be too great, but It will be
• start.
Mass Invasion of the Negroes would not be wise. Perhaps a pilot
program consisting of especially chosen Negroes Into specially grouped
IB
j classes of students with moderate attitudes toward Negroes. This is
done to produce classes that provide 6S iriendly an atmosphere as pos-
sible. Contacts in this class should be warm, friendly, and sociable.
They should provide chances for Negroes to be seen as individuaTs and
as members of a different race. These contacts should provide chances
for both groups to answer questions about the other group. Opportunities
for close personal ties to develop siiould be provided and encouraged.
Joint participation in athletics provides a wonderful chance for this
factor. '
The integration of Negroes Into the school should proceed gradually
«t this stage, it will also be necessary to develop a plan of action
for the parents, it slx)uld be developed along the same line as for the
students.
The degree of success of a plan such as this would depend upon how
well it was planned and carried out, as well as the strength of attitudes
of the students and the community. But one thing is sure, it couldn't
be worse than the present situation. With no specific plan the entire
educational systttn of communities, counties, and states have been inter-
rupted and in some cases halted altogether.
This has been just one example of what could be done with harmful
Attitudes, if we are to produce citizens that are well adjusted inter-
nally as well as externally, who have an understanding of their selves
US well as their environment, we must use these methods and techniques.
'.'f
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tn ichool wt MMMitiMM, M t««chftrs, ftnd « itudant wfth an •ttltiKi*
that deviates markedly from the attitudes the school holds. One that
can hai^Mr or even prohibit his educational growth, or perhaps the growth
of one of his peers. One of the best exanples of this type of behavior
Is the drop-out or potential drop«out. This student is frustrated with
school and sees no importance of education. Once an attitude has been
discovered which seems necessary to change or modify, before attempting
to do so, a Icnowledge of the metiiods and factors of such a procedure
MMSt be known. It is not meant to be implied that upon the arrival of
students at school that each one's attitudes must be modified to fit
eMctly those held by the school. Students not only can but should have
attitudes differing from the school and from each other, to « cartatn
extent, in order to take care of individual differences. The school
hit the retponfibilUy of pretentlng the atturlals and laaming txperl-
m*cm Tn iiich a way at to promote learning tn children ev^en though their
attitudet ty vary somewhat.
The following hypotheses were set up for the objectives of the study:
1. By the use of certain methods and procedures. It Is possible
to change or modify an individual's attitude*
2. Attitude change generalizes to related objects. The degree of
generelization is a function of the similerity of the objects.
3> Some attitudes are held by some individuals as a method of ego-
defense.
This report was a normative survey carried out by the library re-
search method. It reported and described what is known about affecting
attitude change. There were many reports and Investigations of the
Mthodi and factor$ of attitud* change In educational Journals. ThM«
aad« up tha core of this study. The research began with the Review gf
Educational Research Journal at the Kansas State University Library,
It Mtas limited to the last fifteen years and did not try to Investigate
what attitudes could and should be changed.
.^
Having accepted the studies previously cited as valid, the first
hypothesis of this study was accepted with the reservation that although
attitudes can be changed by the use of certain procedures* It is realized
that there will be some Individuals whose attitude It will be Impossible
to change. The second hypothesis was not acc^ted as a result of the
study cited, but there it « lot of dlsagrMMnt on this question. Th«
third hypothesis was aceeptAd at valid. ;^^
The most common effective factors are nature of experlwice, type of
contact* personality of the individual* and the subject's perception of
the outcome,
,
There are three common theories of motivational change. The first
amphasixes principles of organization. This theory assumes that men
respond to fact and reason. The second theory of attitude change Is the
learning theory based upon reward and punishment principles. One of the
major reasons for attitude change Is the desire to gain tha social i^
prove! of others. The third theory gives attention to the Internal
dynamics In which the individual's need to preserve his self-image and
self- Integrity becomes more Important than external reward and punish*
aent. The basic objective is to help the Individual atUin Insight and
to restructure his attitudes accordingly.
